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When we think of energy use and energy research, we

typically think of technological and political issues. How

ordinary people think about energy is not in the forefront of

our thinking. Typically, we assume that these people are mis-

taken in their views about energy; they are confused, have received

wrong information, or are led by ideologues with a vested interest

in a particular position. Today, I want to suggest that how

ordinary citizens think about and use energy in fact significantly

influences future energy use, energy politics, and the direction

of energy research.

In order to do this, I will suggest that there are cultural

categories of energy thinking and energy use - people construct

a world of meaning around them and this world of meaning allows

them to think through issues that affect them, their families and

their communities. A simple example is the conceptualization of

solar energy. In the United States, solar energy is believed to

be "natural" and the hope for rapid development of solar energy

reflects a cultural sense of progress. In India on the other hand,

various experiments over the past 15 years with the local use of

solar energy suggest that many Indian peasants think it is arti-

ficial, compared to energy sources that they use ordinarily (like

dried cow dung or twigs) and retrograde. This example suggests that

the same thing, the use of solar energy, can be seen in totally

different ways in distinct cultural settings.

Cultural categories of energy use form cultural systems,
/

integrated patterns of meaning that people can fall back on without
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typically invoking them consciously in discussions. In the United

States, most people drastically underestimate the cost of the nuclear

power plants, significantly overestimate the life span of plants,

and overestimate the percentage of the system load that the plant

will generate. This unstated cultural system results in significant

information shock when people learn the actual cost of a nuclear

plant, its actual life, and its real percentage of total load. When

people hear this, they tend to suggest that nuclear money be re-

directed to"alternate energy"research, and this holds even for

people who strongly supported nuclear energy before learning this

new information.

The phrase I will use today to describe these cultural systems

related to energy is "energy use life styles". Energy use life

styles are those patterns of life that come to be accepted as

reasonable and as appropriate responses to changing energy

situations. In Italy, energy use lifestyles typically require

extensive communication. Family members must communicate about the

availability of hot water and what the priorities of use of that

water will be; In the United States, many people will increase

insulation and slightly lower thermostat settings, but they may not

purchase water heater blankets or undertake needed caulking.

Let me briefly discuss three different cultural categories of

energy thinking that are significant across many different types of

society; the concept of risk, the idea of what is natural, and

patterns of efficiency.

Risk and nuclear energy is a much discussed issue, but typically
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that discussion takes place without a good research knowledge of

ordinary attitudes. In the United States risk comprises a number

of variables; risk is unknown, as waste or radiation, and it fun-

damentally affects future generations. As people have fewer chidren

and have them later, they place more value on each individual

child. Given current economic constrants, many parents are con-

cerned that the very children that they place added value on can-

not be provided for in ways that the parents would like. This leads

to an extreme emphasis on protection of the children where "that is

easy, and saying that nuclear energy is an unacceptable danger is

on way many parents feel they are protecting their children.

But this is not the only aspect of nuclear risk. Another

critical one is quality of construction in nuclear plants. Many

Americans feel that the quality of construction is inadequate. If

they think this, they tend to have doubts about the completion of

nuclear power plants and most Americans think more than half of

nuclear plants in the United States now under construction will

never come on-line. This means that, for the United States,

financing nuclear power plants becomes an aspect of nuclear risk.

Why finance the plant if it may never generate electricity?

In many European countires, while there is also a fear of;,

the unknown, there is much greater confidence about quality of

construction of nuclear plants and given government involvement,

relatively little concern about financing these plants. Therefore,

in the United States risks associated with nuclear energy is not

s?mply fear of radiation, but a cultural system that includes
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construction, demographics, and finance. And this cultural system

is typically ignored in U.S. nuclear communications which tend to

focus far too much on the specifics of waste and radiation.

Another critical cultural category of energy use and thinking

is the idea of what is "natural". In the United States, the value

of what is natural is extremely important. "Natural" implies that

something is renewable and it is striking in interviews we have

completed at Planmetrics in the United States, that Americans

are so concerned about renewable natural resources that even when

told present coal supplies will last five hundred years, they think

that is too short a time period and are concerned that coal will

"run out". The significance of "renewable" when applied to

"natural" is that many Americans thaink that one can only compete

successfully (primarily against Japan) if one does not rely on

non-renewable energy resources. In this sense, when Americans think

about using coal to generate electricity, they feel that they are

losing ground to the Japanese because the source is ultimately not

renewable and also because coal is perceived to be a low tech-

nology fuel of the past.

In India on the other hand, the idea of "nature" and what is

an "renewable" ebergy source is quite different. Renewable is

limited to traditional uses: dry cow dung mixed with straw used

as a cooking fuel, twigs from trees used as a cooking fuel. In

India, many citizens look to governmental authority to create

energy options, while in the United States the idea of natural

resources is seen as anti-authority, as a way to circumvent

government.
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A third basic cultural category of energy thinking is the

concept of efficiency, which is also related in the past few years

to the idea of the need for increased labour productivity. In the

United States, efficiency is a complex term, given the recent

public backlash against continuing and increasing their conservation

efforts. For many Americans, conservation is seen as deprivation;

something one does only on dire circumstances and therefore one

abandons as soon as possible. Given the relative difficulty of

estimating the benefits of conservation for most ordinary citizens

(rates simultaneously increasing, no clear measure of pay-back)

and the presentation of too many alternatives by conservation

entrepreneurs, many people are simply not pursuing conservation

options. Also, with a slight increase in the birhtrate other

cultural factors tend to inhibit conservation. Americans believe

infants must live in a narrower temperature range than adults;

that infants must be kept warmer and cooler than most adults. In

fact, given the surface to mass ratio of infants compared to

adults this is not the case. But the implications are clear, with

a young child in the house most Americans will raise their ther-

mostat in winter and lower it in summer. This conservation back-

lash is also reflected in the surprisingly rapid return to mid-

size automobiles in the United States.

In most of Europe on the other hand, there is a history of

energy efficiency which is not associated with deprivation. A more

rigid socio-economic class system implies that many European

citizens are more accepting of their position in life and take

more efficient energy measures. However, there are cultural
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patterns at work here too. In London, one is struck by the

efficiency of the lowered thermostats on the en hand, and the lack

of efficiency in larqe old fashioned, non-thermal windows on the

other. In many less developed countries» we can see the simultaneous

efficiency pattern of infinite care on the part of poor segments

of the population and prolific waste on the part of the newly rich.

These three cultural categories, risk, nature, efficiency,

can be combined into cultural systems or energy use life styles

that approximate the diverse conditions in many countries today.

I will look at three such energy life styles - pragmatic,

idealist, and instrumental.

The pragmatic energy use life style is distinguished by a sense

of risk associated with new technology as real and therefore a

desire to limit that risk, but the recognition that some risk

is inevitable. There is a sense of living in 'harmony1 with nature

and the idea that one learns and can modify nature with careful and

appropriate measures. Efficiency is cumulative; efficient measures

of energy use taken over time result in the development of patterns

of energy use that develop in precision over tine.

The idealist energy use life style has an .indulgent view of

risk. Risk associated with new technology is rejected a priori,as

culturally unacceptable. Nature is reified; there is the pretense

of being guided by the 'wisdom' of nature. Efficiency tends not to

be cumulative, people try one seemingly efficient measure after

another, more as fads than as the development of new skills and
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and practices.

The instrumental energy use life style accepts risk as in-

evitable, and while not excusing accidents, does not see accidents

as cause for total re-evaluation. Nature is seen as an enemy, some-

thing to be controlled and contained. Efficiency is harsh. The :. .

difficult necessities of life require that energy consumption be

drastically reduced.

The idealist life style is most significant in the United

States, the pragmatic life style most significant in parts od

Europe, and the instrumental life style most significant in the less

developed countries. But the matter is not so simple since an

idealist energy use lifestyle can become more significant in Europe

(for example the Green Party in Germany) and an idealist life style

can become a truly dominant theme in the United States. The instrumental

life style of the less developed countries seems more fixed, but

experiments like the Cultural Revolution in China suggest that

an idealist life style can make inroads even there.

The implications of energy use life styles are clear. People

think about and consume energy in culturally determined patterns that

required careful education and communications to change. There has

not been a simple direct exponential increase in the rational use

of energy by the public at large since the first energy crisis of

1973/74.Politicians, who importantly direct energy research funds,

are acutely aware of shifts in energy use life styles and of the
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cultural bases of energy thinking of their constituents. The

checkered history of the Clinch River Reactor in the United States

is a good example of this, as is solar research in India.

Energy use life styles are significant, and energy communication

becomes much more important. Most technical experts in the energy

field think that engineering prerequistes and scientific development

are the most significant factors in energy research. In fact, public

attiudes also shape energy research, and energy communications tend

to talk down to the public or to use words and phrases that fly in

the face of energy cultural categories. The statement - alternative

energy will not provide significant electricity until the distant

future, therefore we need coal and nuclear now - much used in the

United States by the utility and nuclear industry for some years

now is not well received by the public. That public does not want to

link coal and nuclear, nor does it want to counterpose coal and

nuclear to alternative energy.

Energy communications must be pre-emptive. They must shape issues

over time rather than simply reacting to crises and 'fire fighting'

media reports. Communications in energy can only be pre-emptive if

thy are stated in phrases and symbols that reflect how ordinary

people think about energy; in other words that utilize cultural

categories related to energy. And these pre-emptive energy communications

are as significant, and need to be as carefully thought through, as

any other aspect of energy involvement.


